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The viability of the time quantified Metropolis Monte Carlo technique to describe the dynamics of magnetic
systems is discussed. Similar to standard Brownian motion, the method is introduced basing on the comparison
between the Monte Carlo trial step and the mean squared deviation of the direction of the magnetic moment.
The Brownian dynamics approach to the time evolution of a magnetic moment is investigated and expressions
for the mean square deviations are obtained. However, the principle difference between the standard Brownian
motion and the magnetic moments dynamics is the presence of the spin precession which constitutes the
reversible part of the dynamics. Although some part of the precession contributes to the diffusion coefficient,
it also gives rise to athermal, energy conserving motion which cannot be taken into account by Monte Carlo
methods. It is found that the stochastic motion of a magnetic moment falls into one of two possible regimes:
~i! precession dominated motion, ~ii! nonprecessional motion, according to the value of the damping constant
and anisotropy strength and orientation. Simple expressions for the diffusion coefficient can be obtained in
both cases for diffusion dominated motion, i.e., where the athermal precessional contribution can be neglected.
These simple expressions are used to convert the Monte Carlo steps to real time units. The switching time for
magnetic particles obtained by the Monte Carlo with time quantification is compared with the numerical
integration of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equations with thermal field contribution and with some well known
asymptotic formulas.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.064422 PACS number~s!: 75.40.Gb, 75.40.Mg, 75.50.TtI. INTRODUCTION
The problem of thermally induced magnetization reversal
is very important from both, a fundamental and an applied
point of view. In magnetic recording applications recently
this problem has become of particularly keen interest since it
is widely accepted that the superparamagnetic recording den-
sity limit will shortly be achieved. Several methods of treat-
ing the problem in different time scales exist already in the
literature.
On time scales less than 1 ns, one normally integrates the
dynamical equation of motion ~Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert! with
the thermal field representing thermal fluctuations following
Brown.1 On large time scales up to the order of years, the
kinetic Monte Carlo ~MC! method2 which is known in mi-
cromagnetics as the Charap method3 can be used. This sta-
tistical method is equivalent to the solution of the two-level
Master equation.2,4 The method supposes that the system0163-1829/2003/67~6!/064422~10!/$20.00 67 0644could be found only in the energy minima and calculates the
energy barriers separating them, assuming the Arrhenius-
Ne´el law for the probability of transition. As a consequence,
the method could be viable for barriers large enough to build
the equilibrium statistics. The dynamical information is con-
tained in the Arrhenius-Ne´el prefactor. This constant is nor-
mally calculated using the Fokker-Planck equation5–8 and is
known exactly only for a few simple cases.
At intermediate time scales, say, up to 1 s, the correct
precessional information may not be important. However,
some dynamical information arising from the form of the
potential in which the particle is moving may still be neces-
sary. The time quantified Metropolis Monte Carlo ~TQMC!
algorithm9,10 has been designed to work in this intermediate
time scale regime. It has been applied, for example, to cal-
culate the magnetization decay in a di-bit pattern as a func-
tion of exchange parameter and gave a similar result in com-
parison to other methods.11 Consequently, it is very©2003 The American Physical Society22-1
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equation and the statistical ~analytical asymptote! approaches
with the TQMC method where their respective time regimes
overlap.
Metropolis MC methods are well established in the con-
text of equilibrium thermodynamics.12,13 However, Metropo-
lis MC is also viable to describe nonequilibrium dynamics.
The most common example is a random walk of a Newton-
ian particle in the presence of thermal fluctuations. It is well
known14 that the dynamics of a Brownian particle ~here we
consider as Brownian particle a Newtonian particle in an
external potential with a random term added to the equation
of motion to simulate the temperature! obeys a simple diffu-
sion equation. For a small time step the Master equation
which governs the MC procedure is equivalent to the
Fokker-Planck equation.15 Kikuchi et al.16 showed directly
that for a Brownian particle in an external potential the Me-
tropolis MC could be viewed as a numerical method to solve
the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation. Although this
was not stated in the paper, but it may be deduced that if the
fluctuation sizes within a MC step are chosen to match the
diffusion property of a random walk, i.e.,
^x2&52DDt , ~1.1!
where D is the diffusion coefficient, the Metropolis MC pro-
cedure should adequately describe the dynamics. The com-
parison of the nonequilibrium probability functions obtained
by the MC and the analytical solution was in complete agree-
ment. Meiburg17 also presented in his paper direct compari-
son of the simulation of the Reyleigh-Stokes flow obtained
by the MC and the molecular dynamics method.
In magnetism, mainly Ising and Heisenberg models have
been investigated by MC to account for equilibrium proper-
ties ~critical phenomenon! due to the broad variety of appli-
cations of this class of models in statistical physics. For non-
equilibrium dynamics, the MC method was used by
Gonzalez et al.18–21 to account for thermally induced collec-
tive magnetization relaxation. It has been shown, for ex-
ample, that MC produces the expected logarithmic time de-
pendence of magnetization after some waiting time.
Therefore, Metropolis MC has recommended itself in
magnetism as a fast computational method producing physi-
cally reasonable dynamics. The big disadvantage of the MC
algorithm is that the time step is normally measured in MC
steps and the physical time involved in the calculations is
unknown. The connection to physical time—if there is one at
all—is in general an open problem which is settled up to now
only in certain very simple cases. For example, for a Brown-
ian motion, if we are able to present some simple formula for
the diffusion coefficient ~1.1! calculated from the dynamical
equation and use it to quantify the time step corresponding to
a MC trial step, then the MC procedure should correctly
describe the statistical properties of the time evolution of the
system. Of course, the main difference between a simple
Brownian particle and a magnetic moment is the presence of
the precessional term. This difference is crucial and does not
allow mere translation of the results from one system to an-
other. Generally speaking, a Metropolis MC simulation ~in a
canonical ensemble! simply does not include the energy con-06442serving part of the equation of motion. Hence, no spin pre-
cession scenario can be simulated by means of this approach.
On the other hand, the random-walk-like motion which is
due to the coupling of the system of interest to the heat bath
is paramount. As a consequence, the MC procedure will
work for a magnetic system dynamics where and when its
dynamics is similar to that of a simple random walk.
The work of Nowak et al.9 introduced the so-called
Monte Carlo method with quantified time step by comparing
the fluctuation size produced by MC to that produced by the
Langevin dynamics. However, it was assumed that the mag-
netization fluctuations have the same simple time depen-
dence as the thermal force fluctuations by analogy to the
results for the Brownian particle. For magnetic systems this
idea is not straightforward due to the presence of precession
and in the present paper we calculate and analyze the diffu-
sion coefficient ~1.1! directly from the linearized equation of
motion for magnetic moments. We also try to explain how
far a TQMC procedure can in general be applied for the
investigation of a dynamical behavior and we establish in
detail the necessary conditions for its application. Unlike
previous comparisons between MC and Langevin dynamics
or analytical calculations16,17 we present our results in real
time units corresponding to average switching time of mag-
netic particles which we choose as an example of essentially
nonequilibrium dynamics. As far as we know, this has never
been done before. The main idea of the present paper is to
work further on the method which is capable to calculate the
switching processes of magnetic structures in the presence of
temperature and is fast comparing to that of the molecular
dynamics.
II. DIFFUSIONAL PROPERTIES OF A SINGLE
MAGNETIC MOMENT IN A POTENTIAL WELL
As was mentioned above, the existence of the preces-
sional motion makes the magnetic moment dynamics differ-
ent from that of the Brownian particle. From the point of
view of the MC technique, it is important to find out under
which conditions the statistical properties of the two dynam-
ics are similar and to calculate the diffusion coefficient ~1.1!
which could be used in the time quantification. Let us start
with some simple observations of the magnetic particle mo-
tion governed by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation with a
random field representing thermal fluctuations. The equation
is written in the following form:
dMW
dt 52M
W 3HW 2aMW 3@MW 3HW # , ~2.1!
where
t5
g0Hk
M s~11a2!
t , ~2.2!
g0 is the gyromagnetic ratio, and a is the damping constant.
The magnetic moment MW is normalized to the saturation
value M s , and the internal field HW , given by2-2
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dE*
dMW
, ~2.3!
is normalized to the anisotropy field Hk52K/M s where K is
the anisotropy value. The energy E*5E/2KV , where V is
the volume, contains all the necessary energy contributions:
anisotropy, exchange, magnetostatic, and Zeeman. The ther-
mal fluctuations are introduced as random field fluctuations,
added to a total internal field ~2.3! and having statistical
properties given by
^j i&50, ~2.4!
^j i~0 !j j~t!&5
akBT
KV~11a2! d i jd~t!, ~2.5!
where i , j denote Cartesian components x ,y ,z . In what fol-
lows we will compare the results of the MC simulations with
the integration of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. The
majority of the results of this paper are related to one mo-
ment, or an assembly of noninteracting moments, with a
given anisotropy easy axis and external field Happ applied at
some angle to it. In this case the z axis is assumed to be
parallel to the equilibrium magnetic moment direction and
the x axis to be in the plane containing the equilibrium di-
rection defined by the anisotropy axis and the external field
direction, and the y axis is perpendicular to this plane. The
total energy can be written as
E*52
1
2 ~M xnx1M znz!
22MW HW app , ~2.6!
where M x , M z and nx , nz are projections of the magnetic
moment MW and the easy axis unit vector nW on the x, z axes,
respectively. In the Sec. IV of the present paper other ex-
amples will be considered.
A. General observations on the stochastic motion of the
magnetic moment close to the potential minimum
Let us consider a magnetic moment with initial condition
at the equilibrium position. If thermal fluctuations were ab-
sent, no torques would exist and the moment would remain
at the zero temperature mechanical equilibrium. However,
the thermal field leads to the establishment of a finite-
temperature thermal equilibrium which is meaningful only in
a statistical sense. Figure 1 presents the mean squared devia-
tion of the moment’s M x and M y components from their
equilibrium values averaged over many realizations. It can
be noticed that initially the mean squared deviation is linear
in time and could be viewed as the motion of a simple, free
Brownian particle. At longer times, the mean squared devia-
tions achieve their thermal equilibrium values which should
correspond to the stationary solutions of the Fokker-Planck
equation.5–8 Note that these stationary values are different
for x and y components.
The existence of these equilibrium values does not mean
that the moment performs a precessional motion ~with some
thermal perturbation! around some equilibrium stable cycles.
In what follows we will consider a particle in a so-called06442statistical regime, i.e., when the time spent by a particle in a
potential well is enough to build an equilibrium statistics
~large barrier case!. In Fig. 2 we present the equilibrium
distribution, that is, excluding the initial dynamical part, of
the M y component for a fixed value of the M x component for
the cases of large and small damping. We see that in both
cases the particle mean position is in the nonthermal ~i.e.,
mechanical! equilibrium. As a consequence, the moment
spends the majority of time near the nonthermal equilibrium
position corresponding to intervals M x ,y ,z
0 6A^(DM x ,y ,z)2& .
This is in the spirit of the solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation5–8 which assumes the equilibrium Boltzmann dis-
tribution even in the small damping case. Note that in the
case presented in Fig. 2 the equilibrium distributions are in-
dependent of the value of the damping constant. If the tem-
perature is not high, it is reasonable to assume that for most
of the time the magnetic motion will satisfy the condition
DM x ,y ,z!1. In this case the linear approximation can be
used and the corresponding stochastic equations of motion
can be solved exactly. The time corresponding to the large
magnetization deviation from the equilibrium will constitute
a small part of the total escape time from one equilibrium
position to another.
FIG. 1. Temporal evolution of the mean squared deviation from
equilibrium. Average over 10 000 trajectories. KV/kBT54.16, a
50.1. Angle between the applied field and anisotropy axis is p/2.
FIG. 2. Distribution of moment deviations of the x component
for fixed y component, for two values of a . KV/kBT57.18. Angle
between the applied field H50.9KzV and anisotropy axis is p/2.2-3
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moment
It has been shown that once the temporal evolution of the
second moments are known, then so are the diffusion coef-
ficients and in principle, the statistical properties for the time
evolution of the Brownian particle can be investigated by
TQMC. For a magnetic moment, in a general case no closed
equations exist.22 However, in many cases the linear approxi-
mation may be sufficient. We linearize the dynamical equa-
tion of motion for one magnetic moment with energy given
by Eq. ~2.6!. Since the length of the magnetization vector is
a constant, this energy expression should contain an addi-
tional term 12 lLM 2, where lL is the Lagrange multiplier.
The corresponding energy gradients are related to the ef-
fective field values used in the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equa-
tion
Hx
eff5~M xnx1M znz!nx1Hx2lLM x , ~2.7!
Hy
eff52lLM y , ~2.8!
Hz
eff5~M xnx1M znz!nz1Hz2lLM z . ~2.9!
Taking into account that in the equilibrium state it is M x0
5M y050 and M z051, we can linearize these expressions
in terms of small deviations mx , my , and mz from the equi-
librium configuration. As a result, the linearized Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert equation for x and y components will have
the form
dmx
dt 5Amy2aBmx , ~2.10!
dmy
dt 52Bmx2aAmy , ~2.11!
where A5nz
21H0z and B5A2nx
2 and H0z is the equilib-
rium internal field.
Assuming that the angle between the equilibrium direc-
tion and the anisotropy easy axis is Q0 one can express the
coefficients A and B as
A5cos2Q02Happcos~Q01w!, ~2.12!
B5A2sin2Q0 , ~2.13!
where w is the angle between the negative z axis and applied
field.
The thermal fluctuations are introduced to the system ac-
cording to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.23 Finally we
obtain the following linearized Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
~LLG! equation with additive noise terms
dmx
dt 5Amy2aBmx1 f x , ~2.14!
dmy
dt 52Bmx2aAmy1 f y , ~2.15!06442where the random fluctuations possess the following statis-
tics:
^ f k&50; ^ f i~t! f j~s !&5s2d i jd~t2s !; s25
akBT
KV .
In Eqs. ~2.14! and ~2.15!, mx and my represent small magne-
tization fluctuations around the equilibrium values due to the
white noise torques f k or due to white noise field jk . In this
particular system of coordinates the two noise representa-
tions lead to the same equations.
We first solve the nonstochastic homogeneous equations
~2.10! and ~2.11! using a trial solution mi5elt and obtain the
eigenvalues
l1,252
a~A1B !
2 6Aa2S A2B2 D
2
2AB . ~2.16!
If a.acr , where
acr5
2AAB
uA2Bu , ~2.17!
the eigenvalue is real and is given by
l1,25
2a~A1B !
2 6v , ~2.18!
where v5Aa2@(A2B)/2#22AB . Otherwise, it is complex
and given by
l1,25
2a~A1B !
2 6iv , ~2.19!
where v5AAB2a2@(A2B)/2)]2. Note that v defines the
precession frequency and depends on the damping parameter
a . The second case is the most typical one, since the condi-
tion uA2Bu!A ,B , in our case sin2Q0!1, is easily fulfilled,
especially in the case of strong anisotropy systems ~relatively
large barriers!.
We now discuss the two regimes determined by the
reality/complexity of the eigenvalues, which we designate as
precessional or nonprecessional according to whether the ei-
genvalues are complex or real. Our main goal is to find ana-
lytically the regimes where the diffusion coefficient of a
magnetic particle is so simple as that of a Brownian particle
so that it can be implemented in TQMC.
C. Precessional case
In the case of complex eigenvalues we find the solution
mx5e
2a8t$C1
0cos vt1C2
0sin vt%1e2a8t$C1~t!cos vt
1C2~t!sin vt%, ~2.20!
my5e
2a8t$C˜ 1
0cos vt1C˜ 2
0sin vt%1e2a8t$C˜ 1~t!cos vt
1C˜ 2~t!sin vt%, ~2.21!
where a85a(A1B)/2 and2-4
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~B2A !a
2A C11
v
A C2 , ~2.22!
C˜ 25
~B2A !a
2A C22
v
A C1 . ~2.23!
The resulting two linear first-order ordinary differential
equations for C1,2(t) and C˜ 1,2(t), corresponding to the so-
lution of the nonhomogeneous equation, can be formally in-
tegrated with the initial conditions mx(t50)5mx0 , my(t
50)5my0 . In what follows we are interested in the diffusion
coefficient
^~mx2mx
0!2&5~mx2mx
0!atherm
2 1^~mx2mx
0!2& therm ,
~2.24!
where the first term comes from the solution of the homoge-
neous equation and describes the purely athermal preces-
sional motion while the second term includes thermal effects
and configurational averaging.
The first term contains the elliptical motion and for short
times, (a8t!1,vt!1) we find that it has a quadratic depen-
dence
~mx2mx
0!2;Amy
0t2. ~2.25!
For the second term we obtain
^~mx2mx
0!2& therm5s
2S 12aB 1e22a8tH 12AB~11a2!
3F S rv1 B2A2v aa8D sin vt
1S B2A2 a2ra8D cos 2vtG2 A2v2aJ D ,
where
r5
1
2 H 12S Av D 22S ~A2B !a2v D 2J ~2.26!
with a similar equation for ^(my2my0)2& therm . For the spatial
correlation function we get
^mxmy& therm5s
2H A2B4v2 ~12e22a8t!1 ~A2B !a4A~a821v2!
3S Aa2 2a8r2v D1e22a8t ~A2B !a4A~a821v2!
3F ~12r!Fs~t!2S 12 a~A2B !2v DFc~t!G J ,
~2.27!
where
Fs~t!5v sin 2vt2a8 cos 2vt ,
Fc~t!52~v cos 2vt1a8 sin 2vt!.06442Note that in a general case there is no simple relation
which makes the system dynamics look similar to a simple
Brownian one. These expressions have various aspects. First,
they contain oscillating functions which are there due to the
fact the precession cone is asymmetric. These oscillations
disappear for t→‘ and the final equilibrium solution is in-
dependent on the value of damping. The latter is consistent
with the fact that in the equilibrium the system statistics
should correspond to the Boltzmann distribution.
In two limiting cases the expressions take on a very
simple form.
~1! Strong anisotropy. The first case fulfills the conditions
A2B!A ,B . This is a rather general case, since the equa-
tions imply sin2u0!1 which is easily satisfied in the case of a
relatively strong anisotropy. In this case we also have r!1
and finally the expressions become
^~mx2mx
0!2& therm5^~my2my
0!2& therm5
s2
2a8
~12e22a8t!.
~2.28!
As for the spatial correlations, ^mxmy&5O(A2B)!^(mx
2mx
0)& therm2 , and can be neglected. For a time step which
fulfills 2a8t!1 we obtain in this case a simple Brownian
dynamics solution
^~mx2mx
0!2& therm5^~my2my
0!2& therm5s
2t , ~2.29!
which is the formula used previously in the TQMC
implementation.9,10 It is exactly the solution corresponding
to a simple random walk. Note also that this solution could
not be obtained if one removes the precessional term from
the consideration.
~2! Small damping. The other case which admits simpli-
fication is a!1 (a8!v). Here we obtain
^~mx2mx
0!2& therm5
s2
2aB ~12e
22a8t!, ~2.30!
^~my2my
0!2& therm5
s2
2aA ~12e
22a8t! ~2.31!
so that for t→‘
^~mx2mx
0!2& therm
^~my2my
0!2& therm
5
A
B . ~2.32!
This limiting value was checked by direct numerical simula-
tion using the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation with thermal
fluctuations introduced as a random field and a good agree-
ment with the analytical prediction was obtained. For short
times t such that 2a8t!1 it is
^~mx2mx
0!2& therm5s
2 A1B
2B t , ~2.33!
^~my2my
0!2& therm5s
2 A1B
2A t . ~2.34!2-5
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are of the order of a and in principle could be neglected.
However, the strong anisotropy or small damping is not
enough for a magnetic particle dynamics to be described by
TQMC. Indeed, in order that a formula of the type of Eq.
~2.29! can be used for TQMC, and the particle motion could
be viewed as a simple random walk, the thermal term should
be larger than the a-thermal term so that the latter can be
neglected. This leads to the condition
Bmx
0t , Amy
0t!s2, ~2.35!
which is fulfilled if either a is large or, alternatively, the
temperature is large enough to destroy the influence of the
precession. This condition we designate later as correspond-
ing to a diffusion dominated motion. It also requires that the
time step t can not be chosen too large.
D. Nonprecessional case
In the case of real eigenvalues the general solutions of the
homogeneous stochastic differential equations can be found
in a similar way as for the precessional case using the trial
functions
mx5C1e2l1t1C2e2l2t, ~2.36!
my5C˜ 1e2l1t1C˜ 2e2l2t, ~2.37!
where l15a(A1B)/21v and l25a(A1B)/22v . To this
solutions we add the particular solutions of the inhomoge-
neous equations. Putting the coefficients C1,2 and C˜ 1,2 in Eqs.
~2.36! and ~2.37! as functions of time and substituting in Eqs.
~2.14! and ~2.15! we find a solution of the stochastic inho-
mogeneous equation
C1~t!5
aB2l2
l22l1
E
t0
t
f x~s !el1sds1
A
l22l1
E
t0
t
f y~s !el2sds ,
~2.38!
C2~t!5
aB2l1
l22l1
E
t0
t
f x~s !el1sds1
A
l22l1
E
t0
t
f y~s !el2sds .
~2.39!
Hence, the final expression for ^mx
2& is
^mx
2&5s2H ~G2v/A !2112l1 ~12e22l1t!
1
@G1v/A#211
2l2
~12e22l2t!
2
2@G22v2/A211#
~l11l2!
~12e2(l11l2)t!J ,
~2.40!
and for the correlations:06442^mxmy&5s
2H ~G1v/A !@~G2v/A !211#2l1 ~12e22l1t!
1
~G2v/A !@~G1v/A !211#
2l2
~12e22l2t!
2
2G@G22v2/A211#
~l11l2!
~12e2(l11l2)t!J ,
~2.41!
where G5a(B2A)/2A . For the limiting solution for t
→‘ we get
^mx
2& therm5
s2
2aB , ~2.42!
^my
2& therm5
s2
2aA , ~2.43!
consistent again with the Boltzmann distribution. Note that
this is exactly the same expression as in the case of small a ,
as was also illustrated in Fig. 2. The correlation function
^mxmy& therm~t→‘!.
s2auB2Au
2A ~2.44!
takes on a finite value for large times while the temporal
correlation function ^mx(t)my(t1Dt)& goes to zero for
Dt→‘ .
For small times t!1/l1 ,1/l2 we obtain the normal dif-
fusion coefficient
^mx
2& therm5^mx
2& therm5s
2t . ~2.45!
Note that in the same approximation there is no contribution
from the athermal part. The latter means that in the case of
large damping there could be a complete analogy between
the Brownian particle and magnetic particle motions. How-
ever, the correlational part in this case is not small:
^mxmy&5
2as2~B22A2!
A2 t . ~2.46!
Since neither a or B2A are small in this case, the correla-
tions are of the order of ^mx
2&.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TIME QUANTIFIED
MONTE CARLO METHOD
In this paper we will consider only implementation based
on the use of the simplest diffusion coefficient of the form of
Eq. ~2.29!. Other possibilities are currently under investiga-
tion and will be published elsewhere.
Within a MC algorithm, it is convenient to make a trial
step move in a certain cone of radius R. In a simple case
where the diffusion coefficient D is defined by properties of
the fluctuating forces @see Eq. ~2.29!#, we will compare the
fluctuations which are established in the MC algorithm with
the fluctuations within a given time scale associated with the
linearized stochastic LLG equation.
For this comparison, first we calculate the fluctuations2-6
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2& which are established within one step of the MC simu-
lation. The trial step of our MC implementation is a random
movement of the magnetic moment up to a certain maximum
opening angle ~inside the cone of the radius R around the
current magnetization position!. In order to achieve this effi-
ciently we first construct a random vector with constant
probability distribution within a sphere of radius R by use of
the rejection method.24 This random vector is then added to
the initial moment and subsequently the resulting vector is
again normalized. Note that the probability distribution for
trial steps of size r5AM x21M y2 is pt53AR22r2/(2pR3)
for 0,r,R . It is nonuniform but isotropic, so that the sym-
metry condition is fulfilled. The acceptance probability using
a heat-bath algorithm is given by
ws→s85
w0
11expS E~S8!2E~S !kBT D
, ~3.1!
where S and S8 denote two different states of the system and
w0 is a constant.
Assuming that the spin is close to its ~local! equilibrium
position, DE(r2) from Eq. ~2.6! can be expanded for small r,
yielding
DE~r2!5KV~112Hz!r2 ~3.2!
for the symmetric case where the field is parallel to the easy
axis. In order to calculate the fluctuations within one MC
step ~MCS! we have to integrate over that part of the phase
space which can be reached within one MCS,
^M x
2&5E
0
2p
dwE
0
R
r dr
r2
2 w~r !pt~r !
5
R2
10 2
KV~112Hz!R4
kBT
1O~R4!, ~3.3!
where the last line is an expansion for small R. The second
term can be dropped for sufficiently small R, leading to the
condition
R2!kBT/KV~112Hz!. ~3.4!
By equalizing the fluctuations within a time interval Dt of
the LLG equation and one MCS we find the relation
R25
10kBTa
KV Dt5
20kBTag
~11a2!ms
Dt ~3.5!
for the trial step width R.9 Equation ~3.5! is the central result
of TQMC. It relates one MC step, performed using an algo-
rithm as explained before, with a real time interval of the
solution of the Langevin equation. Corresponding relations
for other trial step distributions or other acceptance prob-
abilities, as for instance following from a Metropolis algo-
rithm, can be derived as well. Also, in the same way the time
step quantifications could, in principle, be taken from Eq.
~2.28! or Eqs. ~2.33! and ~2.34!.06442Note, that from the derivation above it follows that one
time step Dt must be larger than the intrinsic time scale of
the relaxation. This means that results from the MC method
can only be interpreted on time scales that are clearly larger
than the microscopic time scale of the ~local! relaxation of
the spin.
The most interesting result of Eq. ~3.5! is the temperature
~or barrier! dependence on the trial radius R. If the barrier is
large, in theory this allows the introduction of a larger time
step Dt as in the integration of the Landau-Lifshitz equation.
In principle, Eq. ~3.5! allows the possibility to choose the
trial step width for a MC simulation in such a way that 1 MC
step corresponds to some microscopic time interval, say Dt
510212 s. However, there are of course restrictions for pos-
sible values of the trial step width: R must be small enough
so that the truncated expansion in Eq. ~3.3! is a good ap-
proximation. On the other hand R should not be too small
since otherwise the MC algorithm needs too much computa-
tion time to sample the phase space. Therefore, either one
has to choose such a value for Dt so that R takes on reason-
able values, or one chooses a reasonable constant value for R
and uses Eq. ~3.5! to calculate Dt as the real time interval
associated with the MC cycle. In the following we will use
the first method since it turns out to be very efficient to
change R with temperature. Also, in this case it is much
easier to control the fulfillment of condition ~3.4!. However,
the alternative method yields the same results10 as long as
condition ~3.4! is not violated.
IV. COMPARISON OF THE TWO DYNAMICS AND
DISCUSSION
In this section we compare the TQMC method and the
Langevin dynamics calculating the switching time of a mag-
netic particle. This time is defined as an averaged ~over many
realizations! time necessary for the particle to change the
direction of the magnetization, i.e., until the M z component
changes its sign. Note that the switching time essentially is a
nonequilibrium quantity.
First of all we should clarify the conditions under which
the TQMC method was used previously basing on the analy-
sis presented in this paper. Most of the previously considered
cases9,11 were under the conditions of the precessional re-
gime where it is a,acr @see Eq. ~2.17!#. The parameters
corresponding to Fig. 4 of the original TQMC paper9 give
the values A50.877 and B50.781, yielding a very large
value of acr’17. Similar considerations are true for most of
the magnetic recording applications11 since even if the local
grain anisotropy is perpendicular to the applied field value,
its value is normally sufficiently strong to assure that the
condition uA2Bu!A ,B is fulfilled. This means that calcula-
tions usually are made under the conditions of the preces-
sional motion where Eq. ~2.29! is valid and the TQMC
method must work in the high damping limit.
For a smaller damping one expects the precession itself to
contribute significantly to the reversal process. The elliptical
motion of the athermal part of Eqs. ~2.20! and ~2.21! can
increase the distance of the magnetic moment from its equi-
librium position: an initial deviation my
0 of the moment along2-7
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t50 leads after a quarter of the precession time to a devia-
tion from the equilibrium position along the easy x axis
which can be larger than the original distance and, hence
contributes to the escape from the local equilibrium position.
Hence, the influence of precession can only be neglected
when the distance does not grow due to the precession. This
leads to the condition
Sx~t5p/2v!5Sy
0 A
v
e2pa8/2v!Sy
0
, ~4.1!
from which follows a condition for the damping constant
a@
4v
p~A1B ! ln~A/v!. ~4.2!
In the limit of small a the latter simplifies to
a@
2AA/B
p~11A/B ! ln~A/B !. ~4.3!
The implication of the condition above is illustrated in
Fig. 3 where results for the switching time of a magnetic
moment in a field with different angles to the easy axis stem-
ming from TQMC and Langevin dynamics simulations, re-
spectively, are compared. In the symmetric case (A/B51)
the condition above is alway fulfilled so that the TQMC
method works for all values of a . The more asymmetric the
problem is, the bigger becomes that value of a above which
the TQMC method works correctly. Note that if one is inter-
ested in the long time behavior, for small driving fields,
where the energy barriers are large the TQMC method will
work even better since here it is usually A’B .
The influence of precession can also be neglected when
the thermal fluctuations are large enough to destroy the pre-
cessional motion. This requires the condition ~2.35! to be
satisfied. Figure 4 illustrates this condition where we present
the switching time as a function of the damping parameter
for various temperatures. If the temperature is fixed there
will always exist a critical value acr of the damping param-
eter where the condition ~2.35! is violated. Consequently, if
FIG. 3. Average switching time versus damping constant for a
magnetic moment in a field H/2KV50.42 applied under an angle of
0,p/20,p/10/,p/4 to the easy axis ~from top!. Comparison between
Langevin dynamics ~LD! and time-quantified Monte Carlo ~MC!
2KV/kBT572.06442we work in the small damping regime, the temperature must
be large enough to suppress the influence of the elliptical
precessional motion.
In principle, since the time quantification is not restricted
to the use of Eq. ~2.33!, some other ideas of how to include
the precessional term into the diffusional coefficient may ap-
pear in future. In our implementation of TQMC the axially
symmetric case is the only one where the method works for
all the damping parameter values. This is once again demon-
strated in Fig. 5. Also shown in Fig. 5 is that the MC ap-
proach correctly describes the Langevin dynamics even for
small barriers when the Fokker-Planck asymptote fails.
Similar results are presented in Fig. 6 for the nonpreces-
sional case where the condition A2B!A ,B is not fulfilled.
To model clearly this case we suppose that there is a hard
axis anisotropy in y direction in addition to easy axis in the z
direction. In this case the values of A and B can be very
different since it is
A511Happl ~4.4!
FIG. 4. Average switching time versus damping constant for a
magnetic moment in a field H/2KV50.42 applied under an angle of
p/20 to the easy axis for different temperatures 2KV/kBT
572,7.2,2.1 ~from top!.
FIG. 5. Average switching time as a function of the energy
barrier for various damping constant a54,0.1,0.01 ~from top! in an
axially symmetric case. Comparison between Langevin dynamics
~LD!, time-quantified Monte Carlo ~MC!, and Brown’s asymptote
~Ref. 5!.2-8
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B511dy1Happl . ~4.5!
Here dy5Ky /Kz and acr can take on any value depending on
the value of Ky . In Fig. 6 we present the escape time as a
function of the damping parameter for several values of the
parameter A2B defined by the perpendicular anisotropy dy .
Note that the method fails if the value of dy is increased
which we attribute to the fact that the correlations ~not taken
into account in the present implementation! become impor-
tant according to Eq. ~2.46!.
Although the correct magnetization values were calcu-
lated for a noninteracting system TQMC, in the implementa-
tion presented above, has been successfully applied of inter-
acting systems as well.25,26 As an example to that, in Fig. 7
we present the switching time as a function of the exchange
constant in a linear chain of magnetic particles with easy
anisotropy axis parallel to the field direction. As the nearest
neighbor exchange parameter J is increased, the system un-
dergoes first a transition from isolated magnetic moments to
a nucleation-propagation mechanism and for still larger val-
ues of J to a magnetization reversal by coherent rotation ~see
also Ref. 25!. At this point, the switching time becomes in-
dependent on the exchange constant. It is interesting, that the
FIG. 6. Average switching time versus damping constant for a
magnetic moment with an easy axis anisotropy 2KzV/kBT5100
and different additional hard axis anisotropies. The applied field
H/2KzV50.9 is parallel to the easy axis.
FIG. 7. Average switching time versus strength of the nearest
neighbor interaction in a chain of 16 moments. 2KV/kBT572, a
50.1. The field H/2KV50.95 is parallel to the easy axis.06442TQMC was able to correctly describe the predicted behavior.
However, one could expect the appearance of magnetization
correlations due to the dynamic coupling, which should be
taken into account in an improved MC time quantification
scheme for interacting systems. An attempt to introduce such
correlations was taken in Refs. 27,28. Interestingly, even
without such correlations the TQMC correctly reproduces
the Langevin dynamics results for relatively large damping
values.
Finally, we should point out that since R2 in Eq. ~3.5! is
proportional to the time step and inversely proportional to
the barrier height KV/kBT , this allows one to use a big time
step for big barrier height, always when the condition ~3.4! is
fulfilled. In Fig. 8 we present the switching time as a func-
tion of the barrier height. In this case the MC trial step was
kept constant to 0.111 and the time step was progressively
increased with the increment of the barrier height. The de-
viations for the large barrier may be attributed to the fact that
finally the condition ~3.4! fails. In the same figure we present
for comparison Aharoni’s asymptote6 for the magnetization
reversal and note a good agreement between the approaches.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Since Langevin dynamics is useful for investigating only
fast relaxation processes, studies of thermal stability require
the development of more computationally efficient methods.
For intermediate time scales it is desirable to work with
methods based on MC algorithms but incorporating a time
quantification. At the moment we have found no unique way
to implement TQMC in the general case. In the present paper
we report only the simplest case of the diffusional coefficient
based on formula ~2.29!. We have found that this implemen-
tation for TQMC should work provided several conditions.
~1! Diffusion dominated motion. The pure precessional
motion should be small compared to the diffusion coeffi-
cient. The latter could be fulfilled either for high temperature
or large damping value.
FIG. 8. Average switching time vs energy barrier calculated
with TQMC compared with Aharoni’s asymptote ~Ref. 6! for the
axially symmetric case. During the simulation the trial MC step size
R50.111 was kept constant. The corresponding quantified time
step DtMC was increased proportionally to the barrier size DtMC
5Scale3DtLL where DtLL50.01 of the precession period is the
normal Landau-Lifshitz integration time step. The parameters of the
simulation a50.1, Happ50.15.2-9
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magnetic moment components should be small compared to
the diffusion coefficient.
In practice, we have found that the application of the method
is reasonable in a system of relatively large easy anisotropy
and intermediate-to-hight damping value. The close to axi-
ally symmetric case is a special case when the MC procedure
gives perfectly the same answer as the dynamical equation
integration. This is explained, probably, by the fact that in
this case the energy barrier is the same in all the directions
and, consequently, it does not matter for the particle at which
point of the space to cross it. However, in a nonaxially sym-
metric case there exist only two points in space where the
barrier is lowered and, consequently, the particle would go
preferably through them. The dynamical precession helps the
particle to explore more directions of the space, takes the
system closer to the transition point and, then the noise helps
to overcome the barrier. Thus, the dynamical precession
plays a significant role in the switching process and reduces
the switching time in comparison to a pure random walk.
In principle, the use of TQMC is not restricted to formula
~2.29! and implementation of the current paper. In the future,
other implementations based on different diffusion coeffi-
cient estimations which includes precession or TQMC with
correlations may appear. This work is currently in progress.
We have found some evidence that the simple formulas
apply also to the case of interacting moments, although this
needs further investigation. Future work will involve an in-064422vestigation of interacting particle systems, along with the
development of methods suitable for systems undergoing
precession dominated motion.
The method rests on a comparison with Langevin dynam-
ics. Here, the coupling to the heat bath is added phenomeno-
logically to the equation of motion leading to a damping
constant a , the microscopic evaluation of which is still miss-
ing. In this sense there is still a lack of an absolute micro-
scopic time scale. Nevertheless, there is at least a nontrivial
connection between MC methods and Langevin dynamics. In
this sense, our results also show that MC methods are viable
to describe switching processes in magnetic systems and to
give realistic dynamics. Finally and importantly, Metropolis
Monte Carlo with quantified time step constitutes a numeri-
cal method which is much faster than the integration of the
dynamical equation of motion.
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